Dear Poets,
Today’s teaching takeaway examines M. Soledad Caballero’s “Someday I Will Visit Hawk
Mountain” from her collection I Was a Bell, winner of the 2019 Benjamin Saltman Award (Red
Hen Press 2021). The aviary has landed . . .
Someday I Will Visit Hawk Mountain
I will be a real birder and know raptors
by the shape of their wings, the span of them
against wide skies, the browns and grays
of their feathers, the reds and whites like specks
of paint. I will look directly into the sun, point and say,
those are black vultures, those are red-shouldered
hawks. They fly with the thermals, updrafts, barely
moving, glide their bodies along the currents, borrowing
speed from the wind. I will know other raptors,
sharp-shinned hawk, the Cooper’s hawk, the ones
that flap their wings and move their bodies during the day.
The merlins, the peregrine falcons, soaring like bullets
through blue steel, cutting the winds looking for rabbits,
groundhogs that will not live past talons and claws.
I will know the size of their bones, the weight
of their beaks. I will remember the curves, the colors
of their oval, yellow eyes. I will have the measurements,
the data that live inside their bodies like a secret
taunting me to find its guts. Or this is what I tell myself.
But, I am a bad birder. I care little about the exact rate
of a northern goshawk’s flight speed. I do not need
to know how many pounds of food an American kestrel
eats in winter. I have no interest in the feather types
on a turkey vulture. I have looked up and forgotten
these facts again and again and again. They float
out of my mind immediately. What I remember:
my breathless body as I look into the wildness above,
raptors flying, diving, stooping, bodies of light, talismans,
incantations, dust of the gods. Creatures of myth,
they hang in the sky like questions. They promise
nothing, indifferent to everything but death.
Still, still, I catch myself gasping, neck craned up,
follow the circles they build out of sky, reach
for their brutal mystery, the alien spark of more.

A closer look at the poem’s sonic qualities:
Lines 1-19:
I will be a real birder and know raptors
by the shape of their wings, the span of them
against wide skies, the browns and grays
of their feathers, the reds and whites like specks
of paint. I will look directly into the sun, point and say,
those are black vultures, those are red-shouldered
hawks. They fly with the thermals, updrafts, barely
moving, glide their bodies along the currents, borrowing
speed from the wind. I will know other raptors,
sharp-shinned hawk, the Cooper’s hawk, the ones
that flap their wings and move their bodies during the day.
The merlins, the peregrine falcons, soaring like bullets
through blue steel, cutting the winds looking for rabbits,
groundhogs that will not live past talons and claws.
I will know the size of their bones, the weight
of their beaks. I will remember the curves, the colors
of their oval, yellow eyes. I will have the measurements,
the data that live inside their bodies like a secret
taunting me to find its guts. Or this is what I tell myself.
Lines 20-34
But, I am a bad birder. I care little about the exact rate
of a northern goshawk’s flight speed. I do not need
to know how many pounds of food an American kestrel
eats in winter. I have no interest in the feather types
on a turkey vulture. I have looked up and forgotten
these facts again and again and again. They float
out of my mind immediately. What I remember:
my breathless body as I look into the wildness above,
raptors flying, diving, stooping, bodies of light, talismans,
incantations, dust of the gods. Creatures of myth,
they hang in the sky like questions. They promise
nothing, indifferent to everything but death.
Still, still, I catch myself gasping, neck craned up,
follow the circles they build out of sky, reach
for their brutal mystery, the alien spark of more.
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Lines 1-5

I will be a real birder and know raptors
by the shape of their wings, the span of them
against wide skies, the browns and grays
of their feathers, the reds and whites like specks
of paint.
Caballero begins with a statement about birding, the anaphoristic I will occurring
six times throughout the poem, seven if you count the title. She populates these
lines with subject-specific words (raptors, wings, span, skies, feathers), a list of
colors, and a simile.

Lines 5-9

I will look directly into the sun, point and say,
those are black vultures, those are red-shouldered
hawks. They fly with the thermals, updrafts, barely
moving, glide their bodies along the currents, borrowing
speed from the wind.
The second I will statement, this one rooted in observation. Sentence three describes
the birds’ flight. “borrowing / speed from the wind.” is dynamite, as borrowing
demonstrates that wind can be a bank.

Lines 9-14

I will know other raptors,
sharp-shinned hawk, the Cooper’s hawk, the ones
that flap their wings and move their bodies during the day.
The merlins, the peregrine falcons, soaring like bullets
through blue steel, cutting the winds looking for rabbits,
groundhogs that will not live past talons and claws.
The third I will features a raptor catalog; “move their bodies during the day.” is a
nuanced detail of bird travel. I appreciate that the simile “soaring like bullets”
appears after Caballero’s quartet. The takeaway: let a list unfold, then emblazon it.
The trio of -ing verbs provides momentum, the preys’ life cycle entwined in pursuer
nouns.

Lines 15-19

I will know the size of their bones, the weight
of their beaks. I will remember the curves, the colors
of their oval, yellow eyes. I will have the measurements,
the data that live inside their bodies like a secret
taunting me to find its guts. Or this is what I tell myself.
I will four, five, and six. I’m interested in the verbs that follow Caballero’s
anaphora, be, look, know (twice), and have bobbing in the single-syllable end of the
pool, remember at the diving board of three. The takeaway: sparseness as repetition
option. The section’s first and second sentences are anatomy-rich, the third pairing
a science-word (data) with a simile. Architecturally, sentence four prepares us for
the poem’s pivot.

Lines 20-26

But, I am a bad birder. I care little about the exact rate
of a northern goshawk’s flight speed. I do not need
to know how many pounds of food an American kestrel
eats in winter. I have no interest in the feather types
on a turkey vulture. I have looked up and forgotten
these facts again and again and again. They float
out of my mind immediately.

This loom of the poem, a series of admissions, begins with an alliterative statement.
The raptor list serves as its yarn. The facts here float, not unlike avian inhabitants.
Repetition befriends the skein: “again and again and again.”
Lines 26-31

What I remember:
my breathless body as I look into the wildness above,
raptors flying, diving, stooping, bodies of light, talismans,
incantations, dust of the gods. Creatures of myth,
they hang in the sky like questions. They promise
nothing, indifferent to everything but death.
A wildness memory columned by a second -ing trio. The syllables in Caballero’s
deity shift (“light, talismans, / incantations,”) progress from one to three to four,
“dust of the gods” our airborne monosyllabism. “Creatures of myth, . . . ” benefits
from simile (“they hang in the sky like questions.”), line thirty-one aided via
opposites (nothing, everything).

Lines 32-34

Still, still, I catch myself gasping, neck craned up,
follow the circles they build out of sky, reach
for their brutal mystery, the alien spark of more.
Repetition commences the poem’s final statement, our speaker spellbound by the
sky. Craned is an excellent choice; its present-tense form is also a species of bird.
The takeaway: used occasionally and in the right location, an ‘animal verb’ shines.
The adjectivized alien gets a “bravo” from me. Spark is difficult to modify—it’s
luminant to begin with—alien spark creating the appropriate tonal nebula for
bringing this opus on nest dwellers to a close.

Prompt
Caballero’s “Someday I Will Visit Hawk Mountain” takes list making to moltastic heights. Follow
suit by writing a poem drawn from the desire to better understand the insect kingdom—sure, there
are families of butterflies (skippers, metalmarks, hairstreaks, et cetera), but did you know ant
species include cow killers, harvesters, and jack jumpers? Meanwhile, beetle types count
harlequin, whirligig, and pleasing fungus among their ranks.
Try a draft of comparable size to Caballero’s poem, which is somewhat longer than our recent
takeaways. How do anaphora and syllable distribution shape your work (which should have at
least one pivot along the lines of “But, I am a bad birder.”)? Pipe in the occasional insect fact.
Craft your final line so that it’s worthy of the adjective hall of fame and you’ll be in the company
of this month’s poet.
Happy Poeming,
Jon

